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Abstract

An important property of an expert system is the ability to explain its actions to its users and developers. This paper discusses the structure and implementation of an explanation system that is used to describe the actions an associated object-based expert system. The construction of an expert system as a collection of objects has significant consequences on the design of an explanation system. These issues and our solution are described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important property of an expert system is its ability to describe itself. The modern expert system should be able to explain what it is doing, why it is pursuing a course of action, and why it has reached a conclusion. Explanation facilities are an important aid to the construction, refinement, and understanding of a large expert system. An expert system is usually built incrementally, and its knowledge base often begins as a small, incomplete set of rules. In this early stage an explanation facility displays views of the knowledge base and activities of the rule-based computation, thus indicating the needed developments. As the system matures through a series of refinements the explanation aids in the development and monitoring of changes. Finally explaining the behavior and response of a mature system increases its credibility and supports user-confidence.

Object-base expert systems are becoming common. An object is a language construct that encapsulates a set of data and its associated operations. An object-based program is constructed as a collection of objects that communicate with each other via messages. The expert systems that have been built using this methodology (e.g. Ha¹, Ni², Te³) distribute rules among several objects, called knowledge sources. These knowledge sources cooperate to solve problems in the system's domain.

Describe, written in Zetalisp⁴, is an explanation facility for object-based expert systems. Rules can be defined throughout the knowledge sources. The user can then display the structure and behavior
of the expert system, present various views of the system's rules and show what the system has done in the past. Describe even provides the ability to record and retrieve justifications attached to the expert system's data entries. Finally the user interacts with the system through an inspection type window interface. The Describe facility provides an expert system with a dynamic and effective designing, explanation and debugging tool.

The next section presents an overview of the facility. Initialization of Describe is explained in Section 3. Section 4 presents the rule entry mechanism of the system, and Section 5 describes rule invocation. The data justification are discussed next in Section 6 and in Section 7 an explanation of the user interfaces is given.

2. OVERVIEW OF DESCRIBE

Describe executes in the Zetalisp environment on the Symbolics Lisp Machine. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the system and its environment. The expert system itself interacts with Describe through the rule definition and invocation mechanisms, and the data justification mechanism. Using the defrule macro, the expert system declares its rules and records them in the Describe rule data base. These rules are then invoked as functions. A trace of the rule execution that results in a conclusion or data entry may be recorded and retrieved with the Describe data justification mechanism. The Describe user interface provides an "inspection" window that allows the user to see the system rules and activity.

2.1. Rule Entry

Rules are entered into an expert system by use of the defrule macro. Each rule belongs to a class of rules, and is declared within some object. Different rules are of interest to different users, so each rule has an associated set of user viewpoints.

2.1.1. User Viewpoints

Like the XPLAIN system, Describe presents explanation from the perspective of the person interested in the information. For instance, the information presented in a casual user's viewpoint would likely be much less detailed than that presented in a programmer's viewpoint.

A set of user's viewpoint is associated with each rule as it is defined, and during interaction with Describe, the user has a viewpoint. Only those rules that are associated with this viewpoint are used in descriptions to the user. Describe has operations that allow the user to see the set of all viewpoints, to add viewpoints, and to change his viewpoint.
2.1.2. Classification

The rules of the expert system are defined in objects. This encapsulation generates a useful structure for the system's rules. The rules are also grouped into user defined classes, yielding another structure, one which is presumably orthogonal to the first. For example, a pulmonary diagnosis object and a prescription object might each contain pneumonia rules and bronchitis rules. Describe has operation to display the rules of each class, as well as the rules of each object containing rules.

2.2. Data Base Justification

As an expert system reaches conclusions or makes entries into some data base, it might wish to record justifications for these actions. Describe provides an operation that offers an explanation for the current action. Describe also provides operations that parse this execution trace. These could then be used to later justify a conclusion or data base entry. The justification functions are accessed by function calls in the user's program.

2.3. User Interactions · Dynamic Views

The Describe user interface provides the user with several views of an expert system as it is running. The user may see all the rules that have fired, all the rules the have taken some action, all the true rules, and all the false rules. Thus the Describe user interface maybe used as a debugging tool during system development.

3. INITIALIZATION OF DESCRIBE

The function DES-initialize creates the Describe system and is called exactly once before the expert system is executed. DES-initialize is called with two arguments. The first argument sets up some defaults for user convenience. This argument is a list and each item in the list is a pair. The first element of each pair is the name of a class of rules, and the second element is a list of viewpoints associated with that rule class. Later, when defining a rule of some class, the default viewpoints associated with that rule will be the viewpoint of the second element.

The second argument is a list of the viewpoints that are to be used in the system.

DES-initialize returns a value that allows the user to access the just-initialize instance of the Describe data base. This value must be preserved if the user is going to interact with the system other than to define rules. In particular the justification functions and Describe user interface require this value.
A call to DES-initialize has the form:

```
(DES-initialize '((class I (class-viewpoints-list)) ....)
  '(global-viewpoint-list))
```

In line example:

```
;; The only rule-class is identify-rules; the only viewpoint is horse.
;; animal-des is the variable that can be used to access describe data base.

(setq animal-des (DES-initialize '((identify-rules)) '(horse)))
```

An execution of a given expert system is termed a session. Between successive sessions the expert system should reset the Describe system with the message :reset. this message resets the trace information to an initial state, while preserving the rule data base (DES-initialize destroys both trace information and the rule base).

4. RULE DEFINITION

The rules of the expert system are defined using the defrule macro, whose structure is:

```
(defrule (rule-name flavor-name) (argument)
  (class-name viewpoint-list)
  IF  if-clause
  THEN then-clause
  ELSE else-clause-list
  "documentation")
```

where viewpoint-list, else-clause-list, and documentation string are optional parameters.

The name of the rule is that given by the first parameter. The rule is local to the flavor named by the second parameter. (Actually the rule is implemented as a defun-method). Arg-list is a list of arguments to be passed to the rule whenever it is invoked. This rule is a member of the rule class. If the viewpoint-list is specified, it overrides the class default. The body of the rule is specified by an if-then or if-then-else expression. The documentation is optional, unevaluated text.

Defrule returns the method that must be called to access the rule.

The series of calls to defrule that defines the system’s rules should only occur after a call to DES-initialize. The code segment below illustrates rule definition.
5. RULE EXECUTION

A rule is local to the flavor the is specified in its definition (not necessarily the flavor the definition is carried out in). The rule is executed by the form:

(rule-name args ....)

A rule returns the value of its evaluated predicate (if-clause).

6. DATA JUSTIFICATION

There are several functions provided for data justification. The first function, justify, is used to record the system activities that led to a conclusion or data entry. The remaining functions aid in the examination of the justify function entries.

(justify description-system) - This function returns a list of all the rules that have fired during the session. (The symbol description-system represents the value returned by DES-initialize). Each entry on the list has the following format:

(flavor-name class name viewpoint-list parameter-value-list if-clause-evaluation)

This function’s value indicates the reason that the current system state has been reached, and presumably justifies present conclusions or data entries.

(justify-name entry) - Returns the name from an entry passed to it.
(justify-flavor entry) - Returns the flavor of an entry.

(justify-viewpoint entry) - Returns the viewpoint of an entry.

(justify-parm-val entry) - Returns the value that was passed as a parameter to the rule for the specific entry.

(justify-rule-eval entry) - Returns what the rule evaluated to for a particular entry.

(justify-class entry) - Returns what the rule's class is for a particular entry.

7. THE USER INTERFACE

The describe user interface is a window-based tool. The interface is part of the system menu and is accessed by typing Select-D. It may also be invoked by the form.

(describer description-system)

The user types the name of the symbol bound to the description system (i.e., the value returned by DES-initialize) in the user program. Describe then has access to the rule base of the expert system, allowing dynamic tracing and rule status examination.

A typical usage of the Describe user interface is shown in figure 2. The user's expert system is running in the lower window (a lisp listener) and the Describe descriptions occupy the upper windows. As rules execute they print out in the scrolling trace window. The other windows service menu requests made by the user. Services available include:

1. Display all the rules in the current viewpoint.

2. Display all the unevaluated rules in the current viewpoint.

3. Display all the false rules in the current viewpoint.

4. Display all the true rules in the current viewpoint.

5. Display all the rules in the current viewpoint that have been activated.

6. Display an overview of the system.

7. Display further menus that enable the display of rules in particular classes and flavors.

Note that each call to DES-initialize creates a new rule base, so the function describer will need to be called again with the new value.
8. SUMMARY

Describe is an explanation facility for object-based expert system executing in the Zotalisp environment. This facility provides a rule-entry mechanism. It also displays the rule structure and execution trace of the associated expert system. Finally, Describe can be used to record and retrieve justification attached to the expert system's data entries. As of the writing of this article the system Describe is successfully being used in several expert systems at Bell Laboratories.
Figure 1.
Interactor [(DESCRIPTION-SYSTEM 5772441)]

Trace Information [ALL]
(ANIMAL-FARM ID2) has parameters NIL + NIL viewpoint (:ALL)
IF (SEND DATA-BASE :RECALL (QUOTE (ANIMAL GIVES MILK)))
(ANIMAL GIVES MILK)
THEN (SEND DATA-BASE :RECALL (QUOTE (ANIMAL IS MANNA)))

True If Clauses [ALL]
(ANIMAL-FARM ID2) • (ANIMAL GIVES MILK) viewpoint (:ALL)
(ANIMAL-FARM ID1) • (ANIMAL HAS HAIR) viewpoint (:ALL)
(ANIMAL-FARM ID2) • (ANIMAL GIVES MILK) viewpoint (:ALL)
(ANIMAL-FARM ID1) • (ANIMAL HAS HAIR) viewpoint (:ALL)

Current Rules [ALL]
Rule: (ANIMAL-FARM ID19)
Class: IDENTIFY-RULES
Arguments: NIL
Viewpoint: (ALL)
IF ( AND (SEND DATA-BASE :RECALL (QUOTE (ANIMAL IS BIRD)))
(SEND DATA-BASE :RECALL (QUOTE (ANIMAL FLY6 WELL))))
THEN (SEND DATA-BASE :REMEMBER (QUOTE (ANIMAL IS ALBATROSS)))
ELSE NIL
Explaination NIL

() The facts are:
((ANIMAL HAS NOSE) (ANIMAL IS MANNA) (ANIMAL GIVES MILK) (ANIMAL HAS HAIR))
Enter new facts (and with nil):
(ANIMAL HAS STRIPES)
()
The facts are:
((ANIMAL HAS EYES) (ANIMAL HAS NOSE) (ANIMAL IS MANNA) (ANIMAL GIVES MILK) (ANIMAL HAS HAIR))
Enter new facts (and with nil):

Lisp Listener 2
10/05/84 19:55:06 Alex
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